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McCain makes a Pitt stop
2,7(X) peoplefill the Pitt Center to see presidential hopefid

Six SHU
students
arrested
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Underage drinkers beware.
On Feb. 1, late Ftlday nigbt, a

The Spectrum/ Kate Brindisi

U5. Senator and Republican presidential hopeful, John McCain stopped off on his campaign tour to raUy the community.
made a similar visit in March 2000 during why he should be the next president of the
United States.
his last bid for the presidency.
Meg Barrone
“I know this nation’s greatest days
“
We
had
such
a
wonderful
time
here
SHU Correspondent
the first time and we’re very honored to be are ahead of us and I think I’m qualified
to lead,” he said to a thunderous applause
The Super Bowl took a back seat back here,” McCain said, as he exited the followed by red and white confetti as he
gymnasium.
to politics at Sacred Heart University
About 2,700 people filled the William concluded his remarks.
on Sunday, Feb. 3 when U.S. Senator
Freshman Jasmin Vicente said she
H.
Pitt
Health and Recreation Center to
and Republican presidential hopeful John
attended
McCain’s rally “to get a better
hear McCain speak about the issues facing
McCain made a visit to campus.
understanding
of the candidates in the
McCain came just two days before the country, including the war on terror
Republican
Party.
It’s my first time voting
Super Tuesday, when about half the coun ism - which he called “the transcendent and he could possibly be our president.
try, including Connecticut voters, will go issue of this century,” the fragile U.S. I want to make the right decision for the
to the polls. It also marked his second visit economy, better care for veterans, tax cuts
future.”
to the University. The Arizona senator and pork barrel spending; and explain
See McCain on page 4...
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Sacred Heart 5-Day Forecast
TbunMtay
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According to Sgt. Paul Grech, of the
Bridgeport Police Department and head
of “Neighborhood Enforcement Team
(NET),” there were a total of 12 students
arrested under misdemeanor charges of the
third degree.
The raid occurred at local Bridgeport
club, “Club Azur” and was run by NET,
whose main objective was to crack down
on the use of fake ID’s.
“People don’t understand that doctor
ing an ID is considered forgery,” said Sgt.
Grech, Bridgeport Police Department.
In an interview with Grech, he dis
played a box which held over 100 fake
ID’s. Most were doctored to change the
date of birth so that the person seemed to
be over 21 years of age.
He said that the arrests over the week
end would result in only misdemeanor
charges, which he considered to be the
“soft route,” because the students were not
aware of the crack down.
Four of those students were located on
campus and handed summons. The other
eight students were fingerprinted, photo
graphed, and held at 500 dollars bond.
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Sister Palliser leaves SHU after 15 years
Christina Piazza
Staff Reporter
A monumental figure in the devel
opment of Sacred Heart’s mission state
ment, Sister Margaret Palliser, OP, S.T.D.
Assistant Vice President for Mission, had
her final day on Jan. 31 after spending 15
years with the University.
She is a woman of many talents;
she has a Bachelor’s degree in Math and
Science from St. Thomas Aquinas College
in Sparkill, NY and a Master’s degree in
Music from Boston University.
She went on to receive a license and
Doctorate degree in Theology from the
Pontifical University in Rome, where she
also spent seven years working for the
International House of Studies for Women
in liturgy and music.
She then came to Sacred Heart
University in 1993, seeking a role in music
and liturgy, matching her interests.
However, she became director of
Campus Ministry and a few years later, the
Assistant Vice President for Mission.
“I came here and fell in love with the
place,” said Sister Palliser.
She worked to fulfill three integral
roles during her time here.
“My job was to help embrace Catholic
identity, create a vibrant liturgical life, and
spiritual formation of the SHU commu

nity,” she said.
Within these areas, she accomplished
numerous tasks, such as, created the music
for the Alma Mater, worked on the Mass
of the Holy Spirit, and helped to create the
tradition of the Commencement Mass.
Perhaps, her most notable and enjoy
able experience was working on the
University’s Prayer Book, in which she
typed every word.
“It was an educational piece; it put
something in students hands. Students
were able to realize this is prayer. And say,
‘wow, I can do this’,” said Sister Palliser.
Her contributions towards developing
the spiritual life of the Sacred Heart com
munity will not be forgotten.
“My joy was embracing the mission
and connecting the University,” said Sister
Palliser.
She had a significant impact on the
students.
“She truly cared about the students.
She always greeted you in the hallway
with a caring smile. I will miss her and
I know that many others will too,” said
senior Sarah Novotny.
She shared her knowledge with
many departments, specifically Campus
Ministry.
“She was a walking genius. Anytime
you got stuck on a program you could
always see the wheels turning in her
head. Her expertise was only a phone call

away,” said Carol Anne Dabek, Director of
Campus Ministry.
Sister Palliser brought so much more
than just knowledge to her job.
“She was a lot of fun, had a great
imagination, and always added a special
touch,” said Dabek.
Sister Palliser was also a nun of the
Order of Preachers, which is a group of
“Friars, nuns, sisters and laity preaching
the Gospel of Jesus Christ,” according to
Op.org.
“Each nun has a different order they
work towards or specialize in,” said to
Dabek.
Additionally, Sister Donna Dodge,
whom left last year, was a nun of the Order
of Charity.
Sacred Heart also had the privedlege
to have Sister Marie Julianne Farrington,
Special Assistant to the President, whom
was a “Provincial Superior of the Sisters
of St. Mary of Namur for 11 years and
Superior General for 12 years”, according
to the Sacred Heart Web Site.
The Sacred Heart community was
honored to have three various nuns work
ing towards different orders.
Sister Palliser does not have any spe
cific plans as for what is next in her life.
“It’s just time for me to move on,”
said Sister Palliser.
She summed her time up at Sacred
Heart University in a few words:

Contributed Photo

“It’s a major legacy in my mind,” she
said.
She shared some parting words for the
students.
“Embrace the challenge of the
University’s mission and bring your own
gifts to it because you are the University.
If people don’t see the mission in you, then
it’s not there,” said Sister Palliser.
She will be greatly missed by many.
“She and I will continue to remain
friends and stay in touch,” said Dabek.
“She is a wonderful person.”

“Souper Bowl” raises money and food for Jess fortunate
Kristine Duker
Staff Reporter
The ONE campaign in collaboration
with the Peer Mentoring Program, Campus
Ministry and the Student events team
sponsored the “Souper Bowl.”
The Souper Bowl is a campaign that
was started by a church youth group to
raise money and collect food for food pantries and soup kitchens.
“The need is tremendous this year.
More and more working families need
the food pantries to put bread on the
table, partly due to the high cost of hous
ing locally, plus increased costs for gas
and heating oil,” said Phyllis Machledt,
Director of Service Learning.
Sacred Heart joined the campaign
over eight years ago and ever since the
school has been raising money and holding
food drives to donate to St. Charles Food
Pantry in Bridgeport.
Sacred Heart University was the first
college in Connecticut to participate in the
cause.
The campaign initiated by Father
Mark, Phyllis Machledt, and Mike Fazzino
tried to get students to donate cans, other
non-perishable foods, as well as money.
Sacred Heart raised over $ 1300 though
students donating via Flik meal money.
Students were able to donate money off of
their meal plan to the Souper Bowl at the
end of the fall semester.
“Part of the problem is that many
people donate food very generously at
Thanksgiving and Christmas, but in
January the shelves are bare. Heating bills
are usually higher in January and February
as well for the families,” said Machledt.
According to Machledt, the SHU com
munity was incredibly generous during the

Contributed By Michael Fazzino

The Souper Bowl campaign was started to raise money and collect food for food pantries and soup kitchens.

Thanksgiving food drive.
“Sixty families were ‘adopted’ for the
Christmas basket program and another fif
teen to twenty were adopted by the Health
professions. Unfortunately, the food we
gave in November and December has been
eaten,” said Machledt
The Souper Bowl works directly with
the One Campaigns goal to eliminate pov
erty and disease in the third world coun
tries. However this campaign is focused
more on the poverty in our own neighbor
hoods.

Last Saturday, February 2nd, students
were able to register for teams to compete
in the “can-struction”.
The “can-struction” took place in the
University Commons, where each team
competed to see who had the best design.
Voting took place Sunday after mass. The
winner took home a $100 Gift card to
Buffalo Wild Wings and four tickets to the
Tony Dungy lecture.
“While there are hungry individuals
year-round, soup kitchens seem to run out
more often than not right after the holiday

season. Bridgeport wasn’t spared from this
unfortunate trend, and the soup kitchen at
St. Charles was actually forced to close
down because of this,” said Mike Fazzino,
Chair of the Souper Bowl campaign.
The campaign is looking for a long
time solution to deal with the problem of
poverty in third world countries along with
the poverty in the United States.
“Children shouldn’t be going hungry
in the third wealthiest county in the US,”
said Machledt.
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Bridgeport Police crack
Students help rebuild
down on underage drinking ruins caused by Katrina
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
According to Officer Jason Amato,
Bridgeport Police Department, there are a
lot of assaults that occur in Bridgeport and
it isn’t safe because there are gangs and
groups of people who see an intoxicated
student as an easy target.
Dean of Students, Larry Wielk said,
“We’ve been working with NET since the
beginning of the year and in December, we
met with Fairfield University, the Fairfield
and Bridgeport Police Departments, rep
resentatives from both congressman Chris
Shays and the State Liquor Control, and
the owners of 10 liquor establishments,
including Club Azur.”
He said that after the meeting, every
one left relatively on the same page and
agreeing that they would meet again.
As the dean of students, Wielk sees
the repercussions of underage drinking on
campus. Fighting, vomiting, and alcohol
transports are some of the problems that
occur on a weekly basis.

Kate Poole
Staff
Reporter
Wielk also said that local cab com
panies have been complaining to police.
They too have to deal with picking up
students who are sick, unconscious, and
often times after driving an intoxicated
student, they end up getting stiffed from
their cab fare.
“Students who are arrested are sub
ject to university disciplinary action,” said
Wielk. “This includes students who are
caught promoting any type of unsanc
tioned promos.”
Junior Meagan Rolla heard about the
incident thorough the Connecticut Post.
“I think it’s a really frightening situ
ation to be in and it makes people realize
your actions have serious consequences,”
she said.
Sgt. Grech warned, “If you’re not 21,
don’t go out to Bridgeport because we are
going to be out there monitoring. We’re
changing our game plan and using zero
tolerance. We will start making arrests.”

Judea Pearl gives lecture
Kaitlin O’Reilly
Staff Reporter
On Feb. 4 Dr. Judea
Pearl gave a lecture titled,
“Can we Talk Ourselves to
Peace” in the University
Commons.
In 2002, Dr. Pearl’s
^Ibn, Wall Street Journal
reporter Daniel Pearl was
abducted and murdered
by Islamic extremists in
Pakistan. After his death,
Dr. Pearl, along with fam
ily and friends, formed
the organization in order
The Spectrum/ Kristina Dolan
to continue his legacy.
“He was a journalist Judea Pearl, father of Wall Street Journal reporter
who unveiled the human Daniel Pearl, discussing promoting peace in the world.
face,” said Dr. Pearl
“American students must have a dose of
Dr. Pearl is currently
a professor of computer science at the American pride before they can contribute
University of California, Los Angeles. He in the promotion of cross cultural under
has written three books on artificial intel standing. They must be proud of their cul
ligence including heuristics, probabilistic ture. They have a lot to be proud of. When
reasoning, and causality. However, he has they appear apologetic, they accomplish
become recognized around the world for his nothing^’
creation of the Daniel Pearl Foundation.
In the lecture. Dr. Pearl described the
During the Lecture, Dr. Pearl spoke of basis of his book, “I am Jewish,” which he
his son’s passions and how he has based co-wrote with wife, Ruth Pearl.
the organization upon them. Described in
The book is structured around Daniel
the foundations website, “The Daniel Pearl Pearl’s last words, “My father is Jewish,
Foundation has been formed to address the my mother is Jewish, I am Jewish.” It con
root causes of this tragedy, in the spirit, tains contributors from renowned Jewish
style, and principles that shaped Danny’s leaders to pop culture icons, such as Shia
work and character.
LaBeouf and Sarah Silverman.
Pearl said that “journalism, music
“I was very inspired by Shimon Peres,
and dialogue” are the core methods that Richard Dreyfuss, and Rabbi Lawrence
the foundation uses to promote cross- Kushner,” said Dr. Pearl.
cultural understanding. The foundation
Dr. Pearl focused his lecture, not on
has produced several different projects the death of his son, but on the opportunity
that address the encouragement of peace to promote peace and understanding that
inspired by these concepts.
arose from their loss.
In addition, the Pearl Youth Initiatives
“How can one mention God and cope
and the Annual Daniel Pearl Fellowship with a horrible injustice, the brutal murder
focus on the encouragement of “respon of the most gentle person I know. The
sible and creative journalism.”
truth is I don’t. I simply place my mind on
“Journalists can reach so many people. opportunity,” said Dr. Pearl. “Hatred killed
They play an enormous role,” said Dr. our son and hatred we shall fight for the
Pearl.
rest of our lives.”
Dr. Pearl noted the potential that stu
dents have for promoting peace, but said.

have been opportunities for the students and
faculty who attend to learn valuable lessons
and make memories that they can bring
This January a group of Sacred Heart back to the university community.
“The one thing that I really gained
students traveled to Biloxi, Mississippi
to help rebuild the ruins from hurricane from this experience was to not take every
Katrina. This was one of many trips made thing for granted,” said Rossi. “The people
by members of Sacred Heart’s mission for we met in Mississippi were so inspira
tional, they have went through so much,
Katrina, “Pushing Back the Wave.”
There, they continued to rebuild homes yet they were still happy to be living and
and sites that still remain destroyed even sharing their story with everyone.”
Upcoming trips to rebuild in the south
two years after the storm had hit.
“Many people think that the Gulf Coast through the University include the upcoming
doesn’t need our help anymore, but they spring break trip with Habitat for Humanity.
“Going on a service trip is truly a
don’t realize that even though most of the
priceless
experience, and gives you an
mess in Mississippi has been cleaned up,
opportunity
to do things that you never
there is very httle re-building that has hap
would
have
imagined you would do. It’s
pened. There are still people who are without
an
opportunity
to do and see things that are
a place to live,” said junior Kaitlin McNally.
out
of
the
ordinary
that other people will
McNally is a veteran of three rebuild
never
do,
”
said
McNally.
ing missions and will be on her way to her
The rebuilding efforts put students in
fourth this spring.
situations
where they can complete tasks
For first timers such as junior Lilah
that
they
never
thought they could do.
Rossi, the reality of the situation was much
“
How
many
college girls get to work
more than what she had expected.
with
power
tools?
Well this January, seven
“I really didn’t know what to expect
teen
of
us
did,
and
surprisingly, we did it
going down,” said Rossi. “I knew that
well,
”
said
McNally.
there was still devastation down there
Sacred Heart’s mission statement
because we were still needed to go down,
includes
the hope to develop students
but never would I have guessed that it
“
compassionate
in heart, responsive to
would have been as bad as what I saw.”
social
and
civic
obligations, and able to
The volunteers spent the week working
respond
to
an
ever-changing
world.”
on duplex homes with fellow volunteers
These rebuilding efforts are a way for
from Habitat for Humanity. Each member
of the building team had a specific job in students! to be a part of an experience that
according to Rossi is “unreal.”
order to effectively complete the project.
“There were points where someone’s

only job might have been to hold up a wall,
and it’s hard to realize that that’s an impor
tantjob, because if you aren’t there holding
up that wall, it falls,” said McNally.
Trips such as this one and missions past

“I woutd recommend going orr a. trrv

to Mtoissippi

you really don’t

know me extent of how bad it really was
out there and how people are affected until
you go down there, and it is really such an
eye opening experience,” said Rossi.

SPRING 2008 CAREER FAIR

Date: Tuesday, February 19,2008
Time:!: 00PM - 4:00PM
Location: William H. Pitt Center

. Over 100 Companies will be in at
tendance hiring students of all
majors for internships and fulltime positions

. REMEMBER your resume MUST
be approved to participate. Get
your RESUME APPROVED by
Career Development...ASAP!

---- -— News
The “McCain Train” stops at Sacred Heart
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Even those students who currently plan to vote for a Democratic candidate felt an
overwhelming need to hear McCain speak in person. “I’m definitely in favor of Hillary
or Obama right now but it’s an interesting opportunity to hear him speak. I think people
should be informed,’’ said freshman Chris LeBeau.
“It’s important we take an interest no matter which side you’re planning to vote for. A
big decision has to be made that will affect us greatly,” said senior Gregory Vigliotta.
Junior Katie Dodaro said voters should be informed about the issues and all the candi
dates’ standpoints before heading to the polls. Dodaro said seeing McCain in person made
the political process “much more real.”
SHU Student Government President Matt Telvi thanked McCain for visiting the
University to speak about critical issues and said McCain has energized the electoral pro
cess.
Before taking the microphone, McCain was praised for his honor and courage by
University President Anthony Cemera and a host of Republican politicians, including Lt.
Governor Michael Fedele, U.S. Congressman Christopher Shays, former U.S. Congressman
Rob Simmons and Connecticut’s U.S. Senator Joe Lieberman. They were joined on stage
by former U.S. Congressman Larry DeNardis and former U.S. Congresswoman Nancy
Johnson.

The Spectrum/Kate Brindisi

McCain supporters packed the bleachers for Super Bowl Sunday’s rally.

The Spectrum/ Kate Brindisi

Anti-McCain protesters lined Park Ave outside the main entrance to campus.

Cemera told SHU students that McCain is “a man who ought to be an example to
you of moral leadership and courage,” because he stayed the course even under the most
difficult of circumstances as a prisoner of war during the Vietnam War.
Lieberman said McCain refused an opportunity to be released from a prison camp,
despite being subjected to “unspeakable torture,” telling his captors he would not leave
until every other American who was imprisoned before him was released.
McCain, who was accompanied by his wife Cindy and his 95-year-old mother
Roberta, predicted he will win Connecticut on Tuesday “and we will win the State of
Connecticut in the election in November with your help,” he told the crowd. When
McCain left the stage he made his way slowly through the audience shaking hands and
signing some autographs.
,, ,}t was,a .great momentfor the Universityas w(iU, said Political Science Professor
Lesley DeNardis.
“We always try to get our students involved and engaged in politics and government
and to become energized about getting involved in the political process of whatever
affiliation that may be. It’s tremendously exciting to have a presidential candidate of
whatever stripe to come to our campus. It’s not every day that something like that hap
pens. Candidates have to be strategic about where they make their campaign stops so we
feel very fortunate that he came here,” said Lesley DeNardis.

Volunteers help build bikes with local children
Courtney Perlee
Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart’s main campus was
still quiet at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, but
the University Commons was busy with
adults, university and high school students
brought together for one cause: to reward
six Bridgeport elementary school students
for excellence in the classroom.
The GE Foundation Scholars (a divi
sion of General Electric) and other volun
teers got together with children from John
Winthrop Elementary School to build bicy
cles and use teamwork skills simultane
ously. At the end of the event, the six chil
dren who were chosen for their academic
achievement were given the bicycles they
helped assemble.
“The students are carrying on the mis
sion of community service while under
scoring the importance of academics,”
said Virginia Stephens, director of GE
Foundation Scholar Program.
Before assembling the bicycles, the
volunteers and students were divided into
six groups of four to six.
“The event focuses on building rela
tionships with others. We are often thrown
into teams that are very diverse,” said
Stephens.

The Spectrum/Rachel Wagner-Morales

GE Scholars assisting a young girl in building a bike.

In those groups, students and scholars
competed against each other in various
exercises which emphasized communica
tion and problem solving.
Kenya Rutland of KJR Consulting
led the group in these activities, which he
called “co-opertitions,” emphasizing co
operation along with competition.
Senior Sarah Menard, a GE Scholar,
liked the emphasis placed on communica

tion and teamwork.
This was Menards second time partici
pating in a bike build she said.
“It’s such an interactive day, and
you’re bringing students together from dif
ferent places: high school. Sacred Heart,
elementary schools. Plus, the kids leave
today with a bike, and that’s great,” said
Menard.
There was a bike technician on hand

to check the bicycles before each student
left, to insure that each group assembled
the bicycles completely and correctly.
Students also received helmets and bike
locks along with the bicycles.
According to Program Director
Virginia Stephens, the idea for a bicycle
build came from Kenya Rutland, who has
been involved in other bicycle builds in
the past.
“This is all about achievement,” said
Rutland of the program.
“You might say its charity, but they’ve
worked hard for it,” said Rutland who
viewed the bicycles as a reward for the
hard work put into their school work and
attitudes at school.
Among the students who were recipi
ents was fourth grader Brittney Scarpone
who originally was supposed to receive
a bicycle but since she already had one
decided to pass up the bike so a classmate
could receive the bicycle.
“You really want to reward that kind
of generosity,” said Stephens.
The other five children who received
bicycles were in the third through eighth
grades.
“This was something they’ll never for
get—your bike is such an important mem
ory from your childhood,” said Menard.
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Decision 2008: Getting that college-age vote
Jaclyn Golia
Staff Columnist
Every campaign season, around this time of year, a large number of states hold their
primaries on the same day; this is known as Super Tuesday.
This 2(X)8 Super Tuesday was on Feb. 5 where twenty-four states all across the
country held their polls. Three for Democratic caucuses, two for Republican and then
nineteen are holding polls for both.
Some of the biggest delegated states, most of these states the Sacred Heart
Community live in, are being targeted and invaded. New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Maryland and California are some of the bigger states to name a few.
Campaign members are going to get a lot more gray hairs knowing that these results
are going to have a major impact on whether or not they get their parties candidacy
nomination. If the voters in these states do not go out to the polls, their campaigns could
come to a very swift halt.
When candidates go to different schools, stadiums, town halls and community cen
ters they know who their target audience is and that it is imperative that they get their
point across. If not, then their unimpressive numbers will force them to drop out.
A strategic political campaign move is going to the cities in states where the Super
Tuesday primaries will be held. Candidates target their largest voting demographic there
in hopes that they will vote for them.
The college age demographic is one of the largest so when we vote our numbers are
noticed and our opinions are heard, and politicians know that.
Candidates are putting more and more effort in getting the younger populations
vote, not just students, to an entirely new level.
With the impact of technology on our younger society, popular Web Sites, such as
MySpace and Facebook, have hopped on the political band wagon. You do not even
have to login to MySpace.com before you see a red, white and blue background with
Choose or Loose slogans and pictures of the nominees.
Some features of these MySpace pages are that you can contact any candidate,
check out their pictures, get daily bulletins as to what they are doing and view many of
their blogs.
Facebook.com posts polling questions asking what the Facebook community thinks
about different topics.
You can also choose different applications that let your friends and networks know
who you support. This kind of campaigning is certainly new and crucial in getting their
stories out there.
How many students would rather go to MySpace.com instead of checking oatwfeat

MSNBC.com has to say? I think we both know the answer.
If you look at Senator McCain’s MySpace page you will be able to leave him a
comment.
He took a stop on his tour bus to come to our school before the Connecticut pri
mary, held on the Super Duper Sth, to try and sway our vote.
When I asked students simple questions on their feelings about McCain’s pit-stop
to the Pitt Center and if it will affect their vote, a few students who did not want to be
quoted, said that they did not even know he was running.
However, other students on campus do know who he is and that he is one of the
top Republic candidates.
“If he attracts attention from college students and says stuff that will grab our atten
tion he potentially has more voters on his side,” said sophomore Juliana Shkreli.
“I think that the fact that he is coming to such a small campus says a lot. There are
much larger schools out there.. .this just proves that he is trying to reach out to everyone.
This is a big consideration for me when I’m voting,” she said.
A freshman, Rob Napolitano said, “[McCain] coming here will not influence my
vote [but] it is really cool that McCain is coming to our campus. It shows that he has an
interest in younger voters and wants his message heard.”
Sophomore Dan Repetti, who told me how excited he was to vote, said, “I want
to hear what he is going to do for our country. Having him come here is going to give
me more of a perspective of what he is like. I could even ask him, the potential future
president, a question if I want to.”
Overall, the student population seemed to be very excited for him to visit. Then
when it comes times to vote we would take what he said and how he presented himself
into consideration.
From a more professional stand-point I asked Prof. Steven Michel’s how he felt
about the Arizona Senator’s visit and if it will affect his vote.
Michel’s said, “I’m surprised he’s coming to the state since polls show him winning
Connecticut by twenty points or more.”
He then added, “of course it will not have an affect on my vote.”
In the spirit of trying to remain as unbiased as possible we must remember that even
though he came to Sacred Heart we need to think of what his motives are:
He has come to campus before, so was he here because it is an easy audience? Was
he doing this because his campaign strategists told him to? Or did he want to come
because he likes our little community? We always need to question.
Our teenage vote is very hard to get and politicians on Tuesday were anticipating
that we would “Rock the Vote,” but did we really?
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Perspectives
Hilary Clinton splits country at the seams
Students voice opinions on female president taking over oval ojfice
Ian Frazier
Staff Reporter
We are one of the few major countries
in the world that has never had a woman
chief executive.
Right now Chile, Ireland, Finland
and Liberia have women presidents, and
countries like Iceland, the Philippines,
Argentina, Nicaragua, and Ecuador have
had women leaders in the past.
Many may not know that Hilary
Clinton is not the first woman presiden
tial candidate. In fact, there have been
twelve woman presidential candidates in
the United States since 1872.
Almost 25 years have passed since
a woman has been in position of major
political prominence.
Hilary Clinton is running her cam
paign based on her ideals. She is trying to
make herself more appealing to both sides
of the political spectrum. Head to head
with Barack Obama for the Democratic
nomination in the 2008 presidential elec
tion, people are open to embracing a
woman president.
There are 146 million men and 151
million women in the United States, and
there is a larger woman voter turn out
every year in the polls.
How do Sacred Heart students feel
abot a female president? “Not good,” said
junior Nate Hnot. - .
-n, ■«
Anything from ignorance or accep
tance of woman’s stereotype of being

irrational may be the roots of people’s
reasoning. Some student’s voiced it is
not an issue of gender.
“I have a lack of faith in Hilary, but
not women as a whole,” said junior Pat
Bonner.
Are we ready as a country to embrace
a woman as our leader? Is it wise to have
the first woman in U.S. history put into
office in a time of war?
Hilary has proven her leadership
skills as the first American first lady to
ran for public office and win. Clinton
became the first female senator from New
York. However, people still seem hesi
tant to have a woman president, regard
less of their sex.
“Having a woman president would
not be good right now, especially not
Hilary. She would let her emotions get the
best of her instead of doing what’s right
for our country,” said junior Stephanie
Ciccone.
“Clinton won’t do a profound job
and a woman will be too emotional to
handle a country in a time of war,” said
junior Christina Klepper.
If the majority of women do not feel
confident in a woman president, how can
the U.S. elect a woman president?
Ibabuzz.com
There are many countries that have Democratic candidate Hilary Clinton plans to make herself appealing to the masses.
women as their leaders, and the countries
are functional and prosperous. What sets
culture, and perhaps it is a sex barrier we Will our nation continue in a male driven
our nation apart from the rest of the world
have set as a nation.
society? Once again our country is split
that makes us not confident in a woman
Will having a female president ever- apart by beliefs.
happen if it doesn’t happen with Clinton?
president? The reason may lie in our
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Busy schedules put
leisure reading on hold

Perspectives 7

He Said/ She Said...
Check please, who pays?

Elizabeth Warren
Staff Reporter
Think reading is for geeks? According
to a few students. Sacred Heart students
are split in half when it comes to reading
books for personal enjoyment.
Out of the six students polled, three
claimed to be in the middle of a book.
“I’m actually reading two, ‘Wicked’
by Gregory Maguire and ‘Ham on Rye’
by Charles Bukowski,” said sophomore
Katy Guest. “‘Wicked’ gives the ‘Wicked
Witch of the West’s’ background story and
includes these really dark political refer
ences. And ‘Ham on Rye’ is just a crazy
Charles Bukowski book.”
Both books are intellectual reads, one
is based on the musical, with deeper con
notation. The other tells the story of a
young boy growing up during the Great
Depression.
“The ‘Gossip Girl’ books are really
addicting,” said senior Patricia O’Hagan.
“But right now I’m reading ‘He’s Just Not
That into You’.”
The relatively new TV series “Gossip
Girl” is a favorite among the female stu
dent population. Similarly, the female
audience-targeted book “He’s Just Not
That into You; The No-Excuses Truth to
Understanding Guys” by Greg Behrendt
and Liz Tuccillo, is growing in popularity.
Guys, however, generally enjoy a dif
ferent field of reading.
“I like James Patterson,” said senior
Kevin Fox.‘“Along Came a Spider’ is
really interesting. It’s one of his murder
mysteries, but he writes all different genres
of books.”
Though some have a passion for the
popular pastime, others aren’t reading sim
ply because they don’t have the time.
“I’m not reading any books right now,
but I want to start once I’m not so busy,”
said sophomore Nicole Corsini. “It’s just
hard because of all the other work I have
to do for school, and after classes I’m too
tired.”
Schoolwork makes up a huge portion

of students’ schedules. When assigned
heavy workloads that include demanding
required reading, personal reading is not a
top priority for some.
“As a nursing major, my weekdays
are so packed,” said sophomore Kerri
Doherty, “it never even crosses my mind to
drive to a bookstore, let alone buy a book
that I don’t have time to read.”
Students don’t even have to leave
campus to find a book worth reading.
Whether it’s a piece of classical litera
ture or an inspiring autobiography. Sacred
Heart’s Ryan Matura library most likely
carries it. The building’s newly improved
Web site even contains several “Books of
the Week” that students are encouraged to
pick up.
However, despite these recommenda
tions and a vast collection of books, there
are still students who are not reading.
“If I decided to go to a bookstore. I’d
probably just go to the mystery section,”
said Doherty.
Oprah’s book club can help students
who are unsure of what books are worth
reading. The highly famous book club
includes a multitude of recommended nov
els that are targeted toward various audi
ences.
Each year since 1996, she has come
out with several titles that rank highly
on her ever-growing list of novels. Some

It happens to the best of us: the check
comes and you don’t know if you should
reach for your wallet, or just wait and see
what happens next.
Dating today is much different than it
was 50 years ago. You’re not going to find
a man or woman who plans on paying for
every meal you eat or movie you watch.
That being said, you shouldn’t expect
to pay every time either. Many college
kids go by the, ‘You ask, you pay,’ theory,
in which the person who brought up said
dinner, treats.
Being in a relationship during your
college years is stressful enough without
having to worry about who foots the bill.
Making the arrangements clear at the
beginning of a date can make things a lot
easier and less stressful on both parties.
We have all seen a girl who takes out her
wallet, knowing full well that she has no
money in it, yet assumes she will get told
to put it away.
You don’t want to be seen as someone
who is only going out because there is a
free meal involved, but sometimes it’s just
nice to be treated.
Girls often like to feel like they are

of the titles include Wally Lamb’s “She’s

lot richer. This will then lead the entire

being taken care of. 'Wbatbetter way to do

Come Undone^? John Steinbeck’s “East of

male populaUon, save the rich ones, to
never go on a date again. Then where
would we be? All alone. So while I
believe in the man paying on the first,
maybe even first few dates, there are
people who firmly believe in ‘going
dutch,’ as it is called. When a couple
goes dutch, the man and the woman split
the bill evenly, or the man will pay for
the dinner and the woman will pay for
the movie, something along those lines.
It is a much more modem way of dating
and more and more couples are following
this new way of enjoying a date.
Beware guys. When in doubt, pay
first and discuss later.

this than to treat her? After the first few
dates however, if the girl has not offered to
pick up any tabs, you might want to have
a talk.
Though it may seem old fashioned,
the majority of new relationships still
begin with the guy asking the girl on that
first date. If that’s the case, why not let
him pay.
Though it will undoubtedly vary from
couple to couple, after the first few out
ings, it would be thoughtful to change
it up and treat your partner. They like to
feel taken care of too, and that is the most
important thing.

Eden,” “A Million Little Pieces” by James
Frey, “Night” by Elie Wiesel, “House of
Sand and Fog” by Andre Dubus III, and
William Faulkner’s “As I Lay Dying.”
But regardless of the books that stu
dents decide to read, the important thing
is that they’re reading. According to about,
com, it “improves comprehension and
efficiency.”
So, reading is truly beneficial not only
to students, but to everyone.

Courtesy of Dr. Roberta Staples, Ph.D*rEnglish Professor
1. At least three plays by Shakespeare (comedy, tragedy, and one additional)
2. Henry David Thoreau’s ‘Walden’
3. Joseph Conrad’s ‘Heart of Darkness’
4. Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography
5. Nicolo Machiavelli’s ‘The Prince’
6. Mary Shelley’s ‘Frankenstein’
7. A novel, short story, poetry, or drama written by someone from a
culture other than western European, like Mariama Ba’s ‘So Long a Letter’
or Khaled Hosseini’s ‘A Thousand Splendid Suns.’

Girls
Sports

Alexandra Pohevitz
Guest She said

I happen to be a traditionalist on this
one, sort of. I always feel like the man
should pay on the first date at least, and
then discuss the money situation as the
relationship grows on.
My reasoning for paying on the
first date is just like what the old timers
used to believe in, it shows that a man
can support his significant other. It is a
nice gesture to be certain, but it is also an
outdated one.
The reason why it is outdated is
because now it is more and more com
mon for women to make just as much
money as men, whereas in primitive
days women didn’t work and needed to
be supported. If the man paid for every
date. This is a solid $30 at the movies
and a solid $60 for dinner. A grand total
of $90 for a night of entertainment out
of the man’s pocket can get expensive
after a while.
If the relationship ends, all that
money would have gone for nothing.
Sure there are the memories to look back
upon, but those are pretty expensive
memories. And then the woman makes
a clean getaway, not to mention a whole

■ Suggested works all
I college students should read:
■

Shaun Mitchell
He said

Want to advertise in the Spectrum?
Contact the Spectrum staff for up-to-date rates and size
specifications
Contact us at Spectruin-advertising.com

Arts & Entertainment
Colbert book influencing young voters
Timothy Spath
Staff Reporter
After a lull in the heavy traffic of politics, the nation has
received a breath of fresh sarcasm as Comedy Central’s
satirist Stephen Colbert releases his debut book “I Am
America (And So Can You!).”
Colbert’s book hits on major, edgy political topics and
government policies discussed in campaign debates.
The tone of the book holds true to the underlying
criticism and humor that carry shows like “The Colbert
Report” and Jon Stewart’s, “The Daily Show.”
The book is broken down into three sections, each one
playing off the role of Colbert’s childhood, adolescence,
and maturity as an American.
Within each chapter, issues such as higher education,
media, race, immigration, and religion are intertwined
with a satirical collaboration of Colbert’s witty banter and
that of his writers.
With all this Pro-American government bashing, a
contradiction in itself, are the parodies played on our
administration by Stephen Colbert throughout the political
comedy world influential to young voters? Or are these
comedians seen solely as another afternoon special?
“Absolutely they are a strong influence. Not only that,
but they provide a much-needed perspective that is absent
from other media, and I’m not just talking about humor,”
said political science professor Steven Michels. “Stewart
and Colbert are not clowns, they know their stuff.”
Professor Michels along with Dr. Michael Ventimiglia
of the philosophy department recently co-authored a chap-

blavish.com

The sarcasm of Stephen Colbert and other news
comics is the new force in the world of politics.
ter in the book “The Daily Show and Philosophy.” The
book touches upon the ingenious techniques of ancient
Greek’s finest minds and compares them to today’s
Stewart and Colbert.
The book confronts politicians as did Socrates, exploit
ing their inability to govern and at times “letting them

fall on their own swords,” as the professors put it in the
chapter, “Can the Daily Show Save Democracy?”
Political science professors like Michels have used
many of the opinions and ideas in Colbert’s book to pro
voke discussions in classes.
“Absolutely I’ve discussed them in classes. It would be
an example of bad teaching to ignore such an important
aspect of our political culture,” said Michels.
The book also serves the purpose of sparking awareness
in America’s youth to become more politically active.
“I was never really into pohtics until I picked up
this book and starting watching the show,” said junior
Matthew Richards. “It really does give you an awareness
of what is going on and gives you an informed opinion
unlike any other news source.”
In the epilogue of the book titled “Now, What Have
We Learned?” Colbert stated, “You won’t find these
opinions in any textbook, unless it happens to be one I’ve
defaced.”
The humorous edge in which Colbert approaches
politics with is new and refreshing. It gives the young
population of voters in America a different outlook on
the way the world works, while coating it with a comical
medium.
“Anyone who doesn’t recognize humor and comedy as
a force for social justice and change hasn’t been paying
attention. If anything, these shows and books don’t go far
enough,” said Michels.

The Registrar rocker
Beleznay steps out from behind
the desk and onto the stage
Kristina Dolan
Staff Reporter
Joe Beleznay is a man of many talents
but music is his true passion. Hand him a
guitar, a pen and some paper and watch the
magic happen.
A Connecticut native. Sacred Heart
graduate, and current employee of the
campus Registrar, Beleznay has been writ
ing and performing his own original music
on the East Coast for four years. His label,
GiantChild Music, recently released his
latest album Never Change.
“Musically speaking. I’ve been influ
enced by a lot of different people,” said
Beleznay.
“In terms of my guitar playing, I would
say that [John] Mayer had a big impact on
how I play and opened up a lot of unortho
dox methods to my style. He taught me
that no matter how amazing you are as a
guitarist, the most important thing is to
write memorable songs.”
When asked about the first time he real
ized he wanted to be a singer/songwriter,
he said that it was more of something he
excelled in rather than a realization.
“I can’t do math, slam dunk, or fix a
car engine, but I can write music and sing
while I play the guitar. The thing is, it is
super easy to become a singer/songwriter

these days, but making yourself known
and respected as one is the hard part,” said
Beleznay.
Beleznay’s most memorable was playing
with John Mayer at Harbor Yard.
“Performing at Harbor Yard was the
most memorable live experience I’ve had
so far. It’s an undeniable point in my musi
cal career,” said Beleznay. “Walking out on
a stage that large and being part of a pro
duction of that scale was overwhelming.”
Fellow musician, Jeff LeBlanc, has
shared the stage with Beleznay many times
and recalls it as always being a special
night.
“To me, Joe is that athlete that you look
up to when you’re a kid; you can only
dream of being that good. I think a good
song should have the ability to be effec
tive during any season of the year but also
make you remember a certain snapshot
from your past,” said LeBlanc. “Joe has
the rare and undeniable skill of composing
such music.”
Beleznay’s new CD, Never Change,
consists of songs with an acoustic and pop
background. You can listen to these songs
on iTunes or check out his Web site at myspace.com/joebeleznay.
Beleznay’s next performance will be on
Feb. 10 at The Space in Hamden. For more
information you can check out his Web site
atjoebeleznay.com.

Photo by Joseph Sokoloski

Beleznay (right) performs with friend and fellow musician John Mayer
(left) at the local restaurant Southport Brewing Company.
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‘Runnin’ Down a Dream’ of a super halftime
Lauren Tilton
Staff Reporter
Michael Jackson. U2. Sting. Prince.
Mick Jagger. What do all of these per
formers have in common? Each has
had the honor to perform in the Super
Bowl halftime show. This year Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers were added to this
esteemed list of legends.
The band has been performing since
1976 and has sold over 50 million records.
They have received 18 Grammy nomina
tions and have a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame; and were inducted into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2002.
Every year the Super Bowl halftime is
one of the most anticipated entertainment
events and with such a highly accomplished band in the lineup, this year’s show
was no different.
According to the official National
Football League Web site, “Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers bring prestige and
undiluted rock and roll to the Bridgestone
Super Bowl XLII Halftime Show.”
Yet many students did not share this
sentiment.
“I thought it was nice to bring back a big
name like Tom Petty, but I always remem
bered the halftime shows being so much
better than they are now. It’s possible I’ve
just grown up a bit since then but they are
not the same,” said senior Sarah Novotny.
This year’s show had minimal flashy
effects, yet many students commented that
those were their favorite parts. The show
started with a unique heart shaped’Stage

that flashed red in the dark stadium in a
steady heartbeat rhythm. Then a white.
Flying V guitar pierced the heart just like
an arrow after first traveling along the
field.
“That was pretty cool and was more fun
than the show itself,” said freshman Zack
Lane.
Tom Petty gave a solid performance of
his pieces “American Girl,” “I Won’t Back
Down,” “Free Failin’” and “Runnin’ Down
a Dream.” Yet, some students said that
despite his efforts, the show, which was
done in more of a concert style, was a flop
that lacked any excitement.
“Ever since Janet Jackson had her ‘ward
robe malfunction’ in the 2004 Super Bowl,
the performers have been very conserva
tive.
The family-friendly performances have
been a constant let down ever since. With
all of the great performers of today, they
definitely could have gotten someone more
exciting,” said junior Kim Russo.
“Tom Petty is a good artist, he just was
a poor choice for the halftime show,” said
junior Marc Wilson.
“It was not upbeat enough to entertain a
crowd who is more interested in the sport
aspect of the night.”
Of course at the end of the show there
were a few fireworks set off for good
measure. Yet aside from this, the only
additional or showy effects were whatever
appeared on the screen behind the band.
“It seemed like the longest 12 minutes
ever,” said senior Stephanie Strout. “I am
not the biggest football fan but even I was
ready for the game to start up again.”

r"'SHU needs
your feedback!
Enter for a FREE GIFT
by responding the AZSSE 2008 survey
Attention: Freshmen and Seniors

SHU is interested in learning about YOUR activities and what
you feel you are gaining from your campus experiences.
Completing the survey will help SHU to improve.
Look for an e-mail from Dr. Thomas Forget, Provost of SHU,
and COMPLETE the survey by APRIL 15th to be
included in a drawing for one offour gifts:

- An iPod shuffle
- A $ 100 gift certificate to the Westfield Mall
- A $100 gift certificate to the University’s bookstore
- A $50 gift certificate to the Stop Shop Super Market
Thank you for your help.
- Office of Institutional Research

AP Photo/ Charlie Riedel

Tom Petty’s performance during halftime at the Super Bowl left some fans want
ing the spectacle of years past.

BE FOOLISHLY IN LOVE
THIS VALENTINES DAY
Rachel Wagner
Staff Reporter
With Hallmark’s favorite holiday
looming just around the comer, now is
the time to decide what to do with that
special someone.
If you’re still unsure of how to impress
your sweetheart, or if you want to make
it a surprise, there is still time to plan
something amazing.
“My boyfriend refuses to tell me what
were doing,” said sophomore Stephanie
Scavarelli. “He said he is planning
everything and it’s a surprise.”
With Manhattan only a short train
ride away, there is no stopping an ambi
tions couple on the quest for a romantic
evening.
Manhattan boasts horse and buggy
rides through out the city, amazing sites
to see, world-renowned restaurants or a
simple walk through Central Park hold
ing hands.
There are also several heart-stopping
Broadway shows that would complete,
or begin, the perfect evening.
“Rent” is a popular show that is end
ing its run on Broadway in June. Take
your date to go see this love story with
an added twist, before it closes forever.
Other shows playing on Broadway
are, “The Lion King,” “Chicago,”
“Hairspray,” “Grease,” “Wicked,”
“Mamma Mia!” “Blue Man Group,”
and many more.
For those looking to stay local, a
romantically planned dinner is always
sure to please. Just make sure to call in
advance to make reservations.
If you’re looking to avoid the everpopular and packed chain restaurants,
you may want to try the Zagat-rated
Mancuso’s.
Its warm atmosphere and reasonably
priced menu gives Mancuso’s Italian
restaurant, located only 15 minutes from
campus, an edge over the competition.
For something a little more exotic and

to spice up the evening, visit Sakura
Japanese restaurant, located about 20
minutes from campus.
“I’ve eaten there before, but this is ray
first time going there with a date, so I’m
really excited,” said sophomore Priyangi
Jayasuriya. “We both like Japanese food,
so it worked out well.”
Sakura’s wide variety of dining
includes hibachi, traditional Japanese
sit style rooms, regular dining, and a
sushi bar.
“Since it’s too cold for a walk on the
beach, I figured I would surprise her
[Jayasuriya] for Valentine’s Day and
take her to dinner someplace she would
love,” said senior Aaron Ramkalawan.
For a more intimate adventure the
movies is a quick stop on the road to
romance.
Put two straws in your drink, share
some popcorn and some laughs at
the romantic comedy “Fool’s Gold/’
starring Kate Hudson and Matthew
McConaughey.
Debuting on Feb. 8 the movie hits the
big screen right in time for a late night
date.
On their own adventure to find a bur
ied treasure, the separated couple must
work together, despite their differences
to reach their gold.
Whether you have the best-planned
date or are still trying to figure it out,
it’s always better to be a fool in love. So
treat your someone special to a special
Valentine’s Day, or night, this year.

Visit the following sites for informa
tion on the places mentioned above:
http;//www.broadway.cora/index.
aspx
http://www.mancusos-t.net/abGUt/
index .htm
http://www.sakurarestaurant.com

———Features
Full Exposure: a whole new meaning
Pre-PT club coordinates trip to experience 'Bodies' exhibit in N.Y.
experience for people considering health- fetuses during different stages of birth.
Many different groups and individu
related majors because you’re able to see
als have petitioned to have this portion of
actual dissected bodies,” said Hunt.
“Most people won’t ever experience the exhibit abolished, however, the fetuses
You have never seen bodies complete
that
unless
you have the opportunity to dis remain a key part of ‘Bodies’.
ly exposed like this, until now.
“It’s an optional part of the tour,
sect
a
cadaver
yourself in med-school.”
Thursday, February 22nd the Sacred
though
I don’t recall any student skipping
Since
the
exhibit
arrived
in
the
United
Heart Pre-Physical Therapy Club will be
it,
”
said
Jareb.
States,
it
has
been
visited
by
countless
hosting a trip to the ‘Bodies’ exhibit in
“
It
’
s
stated that they were not from
curious
minds,
and
in
turn,
it
has
been
New York.
The exhibit is home to 21 human scrutinized for its supposed ethical neglect abortions but from natural deaths in
bodies and upward of 250 human organs, to the bodies on display. The educational utero.”
The exhibit, despite all the contro
providing educational discovery through purposes, though the primary target of the
versy,
has been doing very well as far as
exhibit,
have
been
partly
overshadowed
by
examination of actual human bodies.
attendance
is concerned. A myriad of curi
this
rising
controversy.
“I organized this trip because I felt
ous
people
have gone into the exhibit with
“
The
exhibit
raised
ethical
issues
and
that it would be a really good learning
the
slightest
bit of apprehension.
typically
made
our
students
at
least
re

experience and the club had never done
Knowing
they are about to see real
evaluate
their
views
on
questions
regard

anything like this before,” said President
bodies,
“
they
become
so engaged in learn
ing
life,
death,
and
human
dignity
and
that
of the Pre-Physical Therapy Club, senior
ing,
”
said
Dr.
Roy
Glover,
the exhibit’s
definitely
made
it
a
worthy
educational
Karleigh Carroccia.
spokesman.
“
They
forget
what
they’re
experience
on
top
of
the
practical
ben

Helping Carroccia in planning this
looking
at.
”
efit
of
gaining
a
better
understanding
of
trip is Professor Mark Jareb, head of
This exhibit is indefinitely an experi
Pre-Medical Advisement and a Biology anatomy,” said Jareb.
ence
unlike any other. All ethical issues
The
once-living
bodies
are
skinned,
professor.
aside,
this exhibit offers a vast amount
dissected,
and
posed
as
if
they
are
per

Jareb has been to the Bodies exhibit in
of
knowledge
that is not easily attained
forming
everyday
actions:
throwing
a
dis

the past with a group of students.
elsewhere.
cus,
running,
shooting
a
basketball,
riding
“It was educational in showing the
To take part in this event. Sacred Heart
extensive variation in human anatomy that a horse and sitting in a chair.
will
be selling tickets for $20.00 outside of
After
being
stripped
of
their
skin
just can’t be taught by pictures in a book,”
the
Faculty
Lounge at 5 p.m. on Thursday,
with
organs,
muscles,
and
bodily
systems
said Jareb.
Feb.
7.
For
more information about this
exposed,
these
bodies
are
displayed
in
art
Another viewer of the Bodies exhibit
•is sophomore Serena Hunt who visited it a gallery fashion for the public eye to view; > tripi contact.Karieigh at CarrocciaK®:..
One of the biggest issues surround sacredheart .edu.
few years ago in Philadelphia.
the
exhibit is the display of multiple
ing
“The exhibit provided a really good

Samantha Marinko
Staff Reporter

“Expanding Vision” broadens minds for students
Brandt's growing pillars symbolize growth through college years
Kelly Daley
Staff Reporter
You’ve probably walked by it, sat on
it, maybe even wondered what exactly it
is.
The three green pillars between Seton
and Merton Halls have a symbolic mean
ing of a student’s growing knowledge
throughout their years at Sacred Heart.
This piece of artwork entitled, “Path
of Expanding Vision” was built in 1994 by
Helene Brandt.
The first pillar, the shortest and squar
es!, the middle pillar is larger and slightly
rounded and the last pillar is the tallest and
most rounded.
All of these pillars together symbol
ize a students changing mind becoming
more open as they grow during college,
with growing knowledge and eventually
becoming a well-rounded individual.
“I walk by it every day but I had no
idea that it meant something like that,”
said freshman Janel Beauregard.
“It really does symbolize what it’s like
for a person to get an education in college
[...] by the time I graduate I’ll be a much
wiser and more rounded person than when
I got here.”
In Brandt’s statement on the sculp
ture, “ ‘Path of Expanding Vision’ is both
a meditative space for introspection and
a pathway that leads through different
doorways. It is my hope that ‘Path of
Expanding Vision’ affords students who
take a moment to sit and reflect [...] a pas-

Spectrum/Timothy Spath

The three arches in front of Merton Hall signify growing knowledge.
sageway between the security of the resi
dence hall and the larger expanding world
represented by Sacred Heart University.”
“I transferred here and never got a
chance to live in the freshman dorms, but I
think that it is true of every college experi
ence that we should expand our minds and
broaden our thinking,” said junior Sarah
Mugavero.
“When I walked past it and now that
I know what it means, I can really relate
to how much I’ve changed since coming
here,” said Mugavero.
The structure is not only a piece of art
but also encompasses a lot of memories for
students that have been around it.

“I remember my freshman year when
a lot of me and my friends would sit and
talk. I have a lot of great memories there,”
said junior Kaylyn Rellis.
“It is important to me that there is a
place for students to sit and socialize. I
thought it would be good to show how a
student become more rounded as a person
as they go through college,” said Brandt.
The structure is part of the art walk
on campus. A brochure is available at the
Gallery of Contemporary Art to take a
self-guided tour all through campus. The
brochure includes a map and pictures of
the sculptures, along with the artists’ state
ments on the pieces.

Shortest month
packs biggest
punch for seniors
Elizabeth Aveni
Staff Reporter
Both work and play are planned for
seniors during the month of February.
With the Career Fair and the Senior
Mystery Trip right around the comer,
seniors are beginning to buckle down abut
also let loose.
“Not only are they going to be fun but
I am also going to be working on my future
which is the important thing,” said senior
Colleen Barrett.
The Career Fair helps students get
ahead with employers while the Mystery
Trip gives seniors the opportunity to
unwind with their friends.
The Career Fair, sponsored by Career
Development, will be held on Feb. 19
between 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. in the William
H. Pitt Center.
Over 100 employers will be present,
ranging from Fortune 500 companies to
non-profit organizations.
“We have tried to bring the largest
selection of employers so that all majors
feel welcome,” said Executive Director of
Career Development, Patricia Klauser.
The Career Fair gives seniors and
< 4indercJaaraien-tbe opportunity to explore

jobs that are available, and provides the
chance to make important contacts.
“Attending the fair is a great chance
not just to find a job, but to also net
work,” said Assistant Director of Career
Placement, Elizabeth Lowery.
“Introduce yourself, talk to the rep
resentatives, learn more about the compa
nies, make sure to ask for their business
cards and follow up with a quick thank
you note.”
Students are advised to shake hands,
use manners and have a thirty second
speech prepared to pitch to potential
employers.
While the Career Fair takes a more
serious spin on being a second semester
senior, the Mystery Trip allows for a little
fun.
On Feb. 26, the senior class is invited
to participate in the 2008 Senior Mystery
Trip to an unknown location.
“I’m not sure where we will be going,
but I am excited to find out,” said Barrett.
Last year the seniors danced the night
away at the Playwright in New Haven.
The club was completely rented out by
Sacred Heart for a night of festivities with
friends.
Even though the trip is a mystery, stu
dents are enthusiastic about the event.
“I don’t know too much about it but I
plan on being involved because it is senior
year, and I have only a few chances left to
really enjoy my college experience,” said
senior Peter Izzo.
Mystery Trip tickets can be purchased
the week of Feb. 11-15.
Seniors are urged to take advantage of
both the fair and mystery trip.
Pull out your interview clothes and
whip out your dancing shoes, because the
month of February screams success and
fun for seniors.
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IN TH€ fpoTLicHT: Stcckis has big plans for SHU PJayers
Kevin Simpson
Staff Reporter
Lights. Camera. Action.
Every semester the campus is enter
tained with a dramatic performance by the
SHU Players. There is always something
new, interesting and relevant to student life
coming from the Edgerton Theatre when
the drama club is performing.
Similar to every other club here at the
heart, a president is needed to lead and
organize the club; senior Bridget Steckis is
just the person to take on this role.
Steckis has been involved in the SHU
Players since freshman year.
“I joined [SHU Players] as a fresh
man because I was interested in the arts
on campus. Our relationship pretty much
evolved from there,” said Steckis.
Since freshman year Steckis has
strived to act and do what’s best for the
Players. Her hard work for the club has
been evident, as she has proven through
out her years as a member.
Rob Napolitano, a freshman and a
member of the SHU Players, has taken
notice to the dedication Steckis has shown
to the club as well as its members.
“Bridget is really passionate about
SHU players. She really cares about the
club and everyone in it. She puts a lot of
extra time into it to try and really make it
great,” said Napolitano
Steckis is no stranger to acting and
has been doing it since a young child.

Soon to be graduating in May,
Steckis has big plans for the future.
“I would like to move toward
Manhattan in order to work Public
Relations or advertising,” said
Steckis.
“I would love to find opportuni
ties to act post-college. Once I settle
into my life I’ll be able to see where
that could potentially fit in, but I’ll
miss the Players.”
Coming up later in the semester
is a new project the Players have
been working bn called “Dog Sees
God: Confessions of a Teenage
Blockhead,” directed by Sam Bolles.
“Essentially
it’s
Charles
Schultz’s the ‘Peanuts’ brought into
high school,” said Steckis.
Senior Carl Yacoub anticipates
the show.
“This play seems thoughtful and
intriguing
~ it already has captured
The Spectrum/ Holly Finneran
my
interest.
”
Bridget Steckis leads the weekly SHU
“
It
’
s
a
short,
but intense piece of
Player’s meeting.
writing that will run just Under one
hour,” said Steckis.
“I was introduced to acting when I
‘
It’s hysterical at times, but deals with
was 8 and I just really dug it from the
serious
issues like judgment of character
beginning,” said Steckis.
and
tolerance.
”
Along with the SHU Players, Steckis
Steckis
is
extremely excited about
is also involved with and very passionate
the
upcoming
show
and anticipates its
about the English Club.
opening.
“I think the club is a great little force
“Honestly, I think my favorite role is
of energy. We take trips to the movies,
the
one
I’m going to be playing in April.
open mic nights and generally enjoy each
I
play
a
character only dubbed as Van’s
other’s company,” said Steckis.

sister, but she is eaui
sister, Lucy.’

s’ older

the
i Players
All the student actors I have worked
ith since 1 got to Sacivd
in 2004
have been a very big m
nee on me,”
said Steckis.
You can experj
n-loving
Steckis and the res
’layers this
semester at the o
ees God:
Confessions of a Teenage
ead.”
Steckis urges students, faculty and
friends to come and watch as they take on
these challenging roles of portraying the
Peanuts gang in the later stages of their
life/

Do You or Someone
You Know Deserve to be
Featured “In the Spotlight?*^
If so, c-raail Anne Dunne at
dunnea@sacredhearl.edu or
Courtney Kohloff at
kohlofTc@sacredbeart.edu.
Explain why you think you are
spotlight worthy and maybe you
will be the one featured in
our next issue! ,

Destination education: students
study abroad to expand horizons
Juliana Brittis
Staff Reporter
Although campus atmosphere is
always nice, the opportunity to travel and
study in a foreign country is an unbeatable
experience.
Australia, Spain, Luxembourg, Italy,
Ireland, and Bermuda; these exotic lands
are where students can study for a summer
session or up to two semesters. Classes in
all different fields are offered, including a
class teaching the native language of the
country, making it easier to adapt to the
culture change.
“Returning study abroad students
often describe their experience abroad
as ‘life-changing.’ They return as confi
dent, globally aware individuals,” said the
coordinator of the Study Abroad Program,
Mary-Lou Roof.
With famous sites such as the Spanish
Steps in Rome, Italy, the Sydney Opera
House in Australia, beaches in Dingle,
Ireland, and the Cathedral of Annunciation,
in Granada, Spain, the choice of where to
go can be overwhelming.
’’The choice of a study abroad desti
nation depends on the student’s course of
study and general goals,” said coordina
tor of the French and Italian programs.
Professor Claire Marrone.
‘“Finding the Right Program’ or coun
try that will work for a student, we first
discuss what the student’s expectations are
and research such items as location, dura
tion, available courses, eligibility require-

ments, expenses, transferability of credit.
and how study abroad would fit the stu
dent’s overall degree scheme” said Roof.
Studying abroad offers tons of new
and different opportunities for students.
Each different location offers a glimpse
into the life of a different culture.
”I want to be able to experience the
lifestyle and culture of another country
and to learn new things about students
of other backgrounds,” said sophomore
Megan Liguori .^
Students who have already com
pleted the study-abroad program can’t
say enough about it. Although they admit
that adjusting to a new country is dif
ficult, they would jump at the chance to
do it again.
“At first it was overwhelming to be
in a new country but it’s not too hard to
get adjusted. I met so many new people
and made new friends. I most definitely
would love to go back to Ireland in the
near future,” said junior. Dough Busche.
Students are well prepared for what
to expect from the foreign country.
“We prepare students as much as
possible at our Pre-Departure Meetings
by providing them with important Web
sites, distributing country-specific infor
mation such as Consular Information
Sheets and discussing important issues
such as emergency preparedness and how
to deal with “culture shock.”
Applications for the summer session
are due in February. Check your e-mail
for all meetings and application dates.

DRINK 2X A WEEK OR LESS

Sports
Weekend
Scereheerd
Thursday, Jan. 31
Mens Basketball

SHU-92

FDU-81

Friday, Feb. 1
W. Ice Hockey
Trinity-1
SHU-0

M. Ice Hockey

SHU-7

Camsius-3
M. Volleyball

Springfield-3

SHU-0

Saturday, Feb. 2
M. Volleyball

SHU-0
Harvard-3

W. Basketball
SHU-65
St. Francis-37

M. Basketball

Men’s volleyball falls to Springfield
Graig Shepard
Staff Reporter

.765, and Jeff Nathan with .750.
Other key performers for the Crimson included Jordan
Weitzen
with
.316 and Soren Rosier with .364 percentages.
The Sacred Heart Pioneers men’s volleyball team fell to
The Pioneers posted a .000 percentage but senior Chris
0-3 on the season after getting swept by Springfield College on
Yantz
had
a .250 percentage and freshman Tim Sadowski had a
Friday night.
.200
percentage.
The Pride improved their overall record to 5-1 after thenThe Pioneers top offensive performers were senior Chris
victory in the Eastern Intercollegiate Volleyball Association opener.
Yantz
and
junior BJ Smith , both of whom contributed strong
Eric Shoemaker posted a .667 hitting percentage to lead the Pride.
efforts with seven kills each. Freshmen Kalani
The Pride also received strong
Efstathiou and Jon Mercado also chipped in with
efforts from Ryan Fredrickson who had a
five kills apiece.
.588 hitting percentage, Andy Sipe who
As a team, the Sacred Heart Pioneers
hit .583, and Mark Riberio who posted a
tallied
26
kills but were outdone as the Harvard
.500. As a team, the Pride totaled a .396
Crimson
tallied
51.
percentage.
The
Crimson
’s Brady Weissbourd led
Springfield also had three play
the
team
with
13
kills
and Jordan Weitzen and
ers who finished with double digit kills:
Jamie
Crooks
were
right
behind him with nine
Ryan Fredrickson , Mark Ribeiro, and
each.
Erik
Kuld
added
seven
kills and Soren
Cal Palumbo . The Pride totaled 56 kills
Rosier
registered
five
in
the
losing
effort.
on the night.
The Pioneer defense has looked good
Sacred Heart juniors Brendan
all
season
and they did a decent job on Saturday,
Donohue and BJ Smith collected .500
posting
20
defensive digs and six total team
and .333 percentages, respectively,
blocks.
while freshman Roger Parent hit .250.
Unfortunately, the Crimson put up a
Freshman Kalani Efstathiou, Smith and
better
defensive
showing than the Pioneers with
senior Chris Yantz each had five kills in
36
defensive
digs
and ten total team blocks.
the match. The Pioneers had 24 kills as a
While
the
team has gotten off to a dis
team.
appointing
0-4
start,
there is some light at the
The Sacred Heart Pioneers outend of the tunnel.
blocked the Pride, 8-7. The Pioneers’
The Spectrum/ Kate Brindisi
Despite suffering back-to-back sweeps
eight blocks shed some light on their defensive ability.
over
the
weekend,
the
Pioneers
have some promising young players
The Pioneers had to pick up their heads and pack their
in
freshmen
Kalani
Efstathiou,
Jon Mercado, and Tim Sadowski.
bags after Friday’s heartbreaker as they readied to face Harvard the
The
Pioneers
also
have
good group of veterans; a cast that
following day.
includes
senior
Chris
Yantz
and
juniors
Donahue and Smith. This
Sacred Heart did not have any more luck on Saturday in ’
group
will
help
mold
the
young
talents
on
the team.
Cambridge, getting swept once again by Harvard University which
Juniors Chris Yantz and Smith have 25 kills apiece in only
dropped their record to 0-4.
four games played in the Pioneers’ still young season. The Pioneers
The Harvard Crimson improved their overall record to 3-0
need to keep the positives of the season in mind and focus on
after Saturday’s sweep over the Pioneers. The Crimson remains
things that need improvement to get into the win column.
atop the Ivy League standings.
Although things are not looking well for the Pioneers at
The future for the Harvard Men’s Volleyball team looks
the moment, they have some experienced veterans and a lot of
very promising as they posted a .358 percentage as a team total.
young talent on the team which makes for a bright future.
The Crimson had three players who finished with a percentage
higher than .500: Gil Weintraub with 1.000, Brady Weissbourd with

SHU-63

St Francis-59

M. Ice Hockey

SHU-2

Canisius-4
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Shubik, Brooks lead men’s hoops past FDU
Pat Sullivan
Staff Reporter
In search of their sixth consecu
tive win, the Sacred Heart Pioneers got a
balanced scoring attack en route to a 92-81
road victory over Fairleigh Dickinson last
Thursday.
Senior guard Drew Shubik led the
Pioneer’s with 16 points, 14 rebounds, and
nine assists to help get the Pioneer’s offense
going.
Senior forward Brice Brooks added
17 points, four assists, and three steals.
The Pioneers had five players in
double figures, but the key was the 28 points
they got from off the bench. The contribu
tions from key bench players has helped
propel the Pioneers on a six game winning
streak and a 12-10 overall record and 9-2 in
the NEC
“Positive contributions are the keys
to success, we are fortunate that our team is
producing some good numbers on a consis
tent basis,’’ said head coach Dave Bike.
In a fast paced first half, the teams
traded shots for the first five minutes of the
game. FDU’S senior guard Manny Ubilla hit
a three pointer to give the Knights a 16-10

lead with 14:39 remaining in the first half.
Ubilla was the Knights leading scorer with
29 points in 40 minutes.
The Knights biggest disadvantage
in this game was the lack of depth on the.
bench. They only suited up eight players.
As for the Pioneers, the depth that
the Pioneers have makes them a unique
team, especially in the competitive NEC
conference.
“Our depth gives us a dimension
that most teams on our level do not have. We
know going into a game that none of us will
have to play 40 minutes and that allows each
of us to play hard every second we are on
the floor,’’ said senior guard Luke Granato.
Granato added 14 points in 25 min
utes, which included two consecutive three
pointers to give the Pioneers a 56-43 lead
early in the second half.
Key contributors from the Pioneer
bench were sophomore guard Corey Hassan
and senior guard Gene Pettway.
Hassan scored 11 points and was
3-5 from beyond the three-point line in 15
minutes.
Pettway added eight points in 12
minutes.
After a rough start (0-6), the

Pioneer’s are now the hottest team in the
NEC and are charging towards the playoffs.
“We have learned a lot from
our rough start and we have continued to
improve,’’ said Granato.
“The confidence of the team is
strong. We all believe that we should be at
the top, if not win the league this year and
that is crucial heading down the last stretch
of games,” said senior guard Drew Shubik.
The Pioneers are hitting on all cyl
inders at the right time of the year.
“We look for each and every player
to maximize his practice and playing time.
When this happens the team has a better
chance for success. This year each and every
player is trying his best to do what he can
to help us be the team that we can be,” said
coach Bike.
The Pioneers are an unselfish team
with a common goal, to win the NEC and
advance to the NCAA tournament.
“I feel the strengths of the team are
the unselfishness and the depth. Everyone on
the team is unselfish and that is very impor
tant on successful teams,” said Shubik.
The road a head promises plenty of
challenges but this team is poised and ready
to take on the best that the NEC has to offer.
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Trapp tallies six points in Friday’s win over Canisius

Bear Trapp celebrating one of his Sacred Heart record six points on Friday’s win.

Juliana Wynohradnyk
Staff Reporter
Led by a strong offensive storm by Bear
Trapp, the Sacred Heart men’s ice hockey team earned
a 7-3 victory over Canisius College Friday night in
Buffalo, N.Y.
However, Saturday’s game ended with the
Golden Griffins topping the Pioneers 4-2. The week
end series began on Friday night with an over-the-top
effort by the men of Sacred Heart.
Trapp earned recognition for becoming the
first player in Sacred Heart University history to record
six points in one game. Trapp tallied two goals and
four assists on the night. The last acclaimed Pioneer to
record four assists in one game was Tony Cabana who
did so on Nov. 7,1995. Since then, only four other
players have recorded five points in a single game.
Friday night’s game remained scoreless until

SHU Athletics

Canisius
fired up the red light first and scored 49 seconds into
the second period. The Pioneers took little time to react
to the suddenly spirited Griffs.
Less than two minutes later. Sacred Heart
junior Nick Johnson opened the flood-gates and tied
up the score on an assist from Trapp.
Not even five minutes later, at 7:11 into the
second period, Trapp recorded his second of six points
with a power-play goal, placing the Pioneers ahead by
one. Juniors Erik Boisvert and Johnson assisted him.
After another Sacred Heart power play goal, scored by

Boisvert, Canisius began to fight back to make sure the
goal differential did not continue to widen.
The Griffs scored two quick goals in a 23
second time-span to tie the game at three. However,
with a goal from Johnson, his second of the game,
and one by freshman Patrick Knowlton, the Pioneers

were able to close the first two periods with a 5-3 lead.
Knowlton’s goal was the first of his collegiate ice
hockey career.
The third period deemed much of the same as
the previous two periods. Sacred Heart was on fire and
did not let up on the Griffs.
Trapp took advantage of a third power play
for the Pioneers by scoring off of a pass from sopho
more Dave Jarman. Boisvert then scored his second
goal of the game on another power play when he was
fed on a set-up from Trapp, who here recorded his
record-setting sixth point of the game.
The game ended in a Pioneer victory over
the Griffs by the score of 7-3. In net for Sacred Heart,
junior Stefan Drew stopped 16 of the 19 shots he was
faced with. Despite Friday night’s victory, Saturday’s
game saw a different result for the men of Sacred
Heart. They suffered a 4-2 loss to the Golden Griffins.
Although Sacred Heart outshot Canisius
42-27, they could not capitalize on their three power
play opportunities as they had in the previous night’s
game.
With less than two minutes left in the second
period, the Griffs managed to get on the board first.
Their excitement was quickly taken away 43 seconds
into the third period when senior Alexandre Parent
assisted Boisvert to tie up the score.
Canisius then took control of the third period
and scored three unanswered goals. The last was an
empty-netter as Drew was pulled to create an extra
man advantage for Sacred Heart that they did not end
up capitalizing on.
Despite Saturday night’s disappointing result.
Sacred Heart came away with
individual successes but did drop one point behind sec
ond place Army in their division.
. Next weekend, Sacred Heart will take the
ice again against UConn for a home-and-home series. '
Friday night’s game will take place in Storrs, while
Saturday’s game will be held in Milford at the Milford
Ice Pavilion. The puck drops at 7:05 p.m. for both
games.

Penalties plague women’s hockey in loss to Trinit
Mikeala Reynolds
Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart women’s ice hockey lost a
heartbreaker to Trinity Friday night, 1-0.
The lone goal by Trinity’s Kim Weiss, who
scored the final period with 9:51 left to play.
“At times we looked good, at times we
didn’t. We’ve been playing some really good hockey,
but we’re not scoring enough. We need to work on
putting the puck in the net. I think some of the play
ers have mental blocks up that prevent them from
scoring. So, we just need to break through those
blocks,’’ said coach Tom O’Malley.
The game, played at Wonderland of Ice, took
the team to a record of 6-16-1, with five of those wins
at home.
“A hockey game consists of sixty minutes,
if we’re only playing forty-three, we’re not finishing
our job. With that said, I am always optimistic. We
have a really great team and some very good play
ers. We just need to show up and play together,” said
O’Malley.
“We didn’t play as well as we know we can.
We do a great job in practice, but lately we’ve been
having a hard time putting it all together for the win,”
said freshman Brittany Hartman.
The level of game play was evenly mathced.
Sacred Heart out shot Trinity by a mere 28-27.
Leading the Pioneers in shots were freshman Kristina
Hankins, junior Whitney Dziama, junior Jackie
Rideout, and freshman Lauren Fontaine. Meanwhile,

goalie, senior Sarah Perry blocked twenty-six of the
twenty-seven shots fired at her.
“We had good tempo for the game but
had trouble finding the net. I think we’ve allowed
ourselves to get frustrated with the fact that we’re not
scoring goals. We just need to take it one game at a
time and focus on our execution,” said Perry.
Sacred Heart was plagued with five penalties||
throughout the game. One of which led to the game-^’-|i
losing goal. Trinity finished with just three penalties,
none of which proved to be problematic for them.
With a game final of 0-1, Sacred Heart felt
another reality check through defeat. Although not a
devastating loss, the lack of victory in recent weeks
has taken its toll on the women’s record.
The team’s last victory was on Jan. 12,
against Nichols College. However, the team has rec
ognized and is learning from its past mistakes to help
turn thier season around.
“The team could work on catching all our
passes, capitalizing on the other team’s mistakes,
and playing hard all 60 minutes of the game,” said
Hartman.
“We have a big game against our rivals St.
Anselm’s, this game is a great opportunity to break
out and play to our full potential. I’m always opti
mistic about games. We need to approach every game
positively because we know we can play against great
teams and we’ve done it recently,” said Perry.
The Pioneers next two games will be this
orgenwec
weekend at the Wonderland of Ice , where they will
Freshman
Lauren
Fontaine,
skating
with the
host the Robert Morris Colonials.
puck, led Sacred Heart in shots last weekend.
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Bob Knight only did what he thought was right, always
JIM O’CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Pick a list regarding coaching and Bob Knight
was at the top of it or not far away.
Wins. National championships. Tirades.
Respect. Loathing.
What Knight did while running a college bas
ketball program or a U.S. national team always made
headlines — good and bad.
How he interacted with others, whether they
played for him, worked for him, coached against him,
officiated his games or tried to report on him, added to
the complex persona he developed over a lifetime of bas
ketball.
The one thing he made sure everybody knew
right away was that he really didn’t care what you
thought of him.
But if he respected you, you and others knew
it. His loyalty to mentors such as Fred Taylor and Pete
Newell never wavered. His long relationships with for
mer players such as Steve Alford, Quinn Buckner and
Isiah Thomas stayed strong well after their eligibility
ended.
Even through feuds — real and imagined —
Knight always spoke highly of those he let in his inner
circle.
Whenever Knight makes headlines there’s a
package of video highlights ready to roll — the chair he
sent flying across the court and his contorted face after
being asked a question before a NCAA tournament game
that contained the phrase “game face.”
The list of public transgressions goes on as long
as the list of his coaching accomplishments.

Does a tossed chair negate a national champi
helped former Indiana player Landon Turner, who was
onship? Does the tape of a practice when he allegedly
paralyzed in an automobile accident, show a side of
grabbed a player by the throat wipe out the most wins in
Knight he didn’t want us to see.
Division I history?
When he coached the United States to the
Does a confrontation with a police officer in
Olympic gold medal in Los Angeles in 1984 with one of
Puerto Rico offset an Olympic gold medal?
the greatest amateur teams ever assembled, Knight made
That will be the debate about Knight long after
sure Newell was around the team from the start to give
Monday’s decision to resign as the coach at Texas Tech.
them a perspective different from his. Knight made sure
When do wins and titles outweigh boorishness and bul
the players lifted Newell to their shoulders after the gold
lying?
medal game to show their appreciation and respect.
But being Bob Knight means you can throw a
Can this be the same man who once had a don
wrench into that discussion.
key with a Purdue hat as a guest on his television show?
There have been several times during my two
Can this be the same man who was fired after 27 years
decades covering college basketball where Knight’s
at Indiana because he couldn’t follow a zero-tolerance
other side has been on display.
policy regarding his behavior?
Knight used to hold court for his contempo
Yes.
raries every year at the Final Four’s open practices when
The numbers and facts of Knight’s coaching
his teams weren’t involved. Up in the stands, Knight was career are easy to spew: 902 wins; three national cham
surrounded by a cadre of coaches, who always seemed to pionships, including the last team to win it all and go
be leaning forward to make sure they didn’t miss a word. unbeaten; 29 seasons of 20 or more wins; 28 NCAA
After his Indiana team played an early round
tournament appearances; an Olympic gold medal.
game at the Maui Invitational, Knight stood in a breeze
So are the negatives, some of which occurred in his
way at the Lahaina Civic Center for at least 30 minutes,
six-plus seasons at Texas Tech, the program he turned
covering topics including deep sea fishing, an emotional
around after being fired at Indiana.
visit to the Pearl Harbor memorial and what needed to be
Have we heard the last of the 67-year-old
done to make college basketball better.
Knight?
History was one subject you could always
Probably not. You can be sure he’ll still provide
approach Knight about, and there was always hunting
an opinion on how he disagrees with college players
and fishing. It wasn’t often either would lead to where
being allowed to leave for the NBA after one season in
the questioner wanted to head, but you could see there
school.
was plenty of passion for things other than basketball.
If there is something going on that Knight feels
For every player who transferred from Knight’s
is hurting the game he is leaving to his son, Pat, and
programs, there tow whom he helped tremendous^j^njotiier coaches, he will let the world know about it.
without letting anybody know. The stories of how he
And you can bet it won’t be sugarcoated.

Sacred Heart avoids scare at
St. Francis for seventh straight win
Mike Barrett
Sports Editor
The men’s basketball team’s
win streak climbed to a program record
of seven straight when it held on to
defeat St. Francis, 63-59, last Saturday.
The win moved Sacred Heart
to an overall record of 13-10 and 10-2
in the Northeast Conference.
Sophomore Chauncey Hardy
led the way for Sacred Heart, tallying a
team high 16 points. Hardy started the
game off right for the Pioneers, scoring
11 of Sacred Heart’s first 13 points.
Using Hardy’s quick start to
set the tone of the half, the Pioneers
stayed all over the Terriers. Sacred
Heart was 8-12 from three-point range
in the half and built a 10 point lead
over St. Francis heading to halftime,
42-32.
However, the game would end
up being a tale of two halves.
The hot shooting that carried
the Pioneer’s in the first half went cold
as Sacred Heart would shoot a dismal
28 percent from the field in the second
half.
This allowed St Francis, led
by senior Jamaal Womack’s 15 points,
to climb right back into the game.
Womack’s three pointer with 8:15 left
to go brought the Terriers to within
two. Senior Luke Granato would
answer back, hitting a long three to put
the Pioneers up 54-49.

But Womack and the Terriers
would not go away.
With just under 3:15 to play,
Womack forced a costly turnover and
ran the length of the court for a lay-up
and was fouled. After hitting the ensu
ing free throw. Sacred Heart’s lead was
cut to one point, 60-59.
With just 22 seconds left,
senior captain Brice Brooks came
through for Sacred Heart, grabbing an
offensive board and hitting a 12 foot
jumper to put the Pioneers up by three.
A missed three by Womack
with six seconds left would put the
game on ice for Sacred Heart, as they
would hold on for the win.
The Pioneers return to
action Thursday night when the host
Monmouth. Tip-off is scheduled for
7:00 p.m.

Post Game notes:
Senior captain Drew Shubik was named
Northeast Conference Player of the
Week. He is the first meifs basketball
player to receive the honor this season;
Shubik leads the team in rebounds
per game with 5.7 and has averaged •
11.0 points per game this season. He
is also ranked third in the Northeast
Conference for steals with 2 .6 per
game, which also puts him at tenth in
the nation.

THINK THAT IT IS NOT COOL
TO DRIVE AFTER DRINKING
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BELIEVE IT!
GIANTS PULL OFF
SUPER-SHOCKER
Brian Fitzsimmons
Editor-in-Chief
Eli Manning galloped around the field shouting for joy and Plaxico Burress
- the man who pulled in his quarterback’s 13-yard game-clinching scoring strike —
didn’t even try to fight back the tears.
The moment is frozen in time. It was blue-tiful.
The New York Giants are Super Bowl champions and the New England
Patriots weren’t all that perfect, after all. The Little Engine That Could flirted with fall
ing to the perfect team on football’s biggest stage, but the courageous arm and heart
of a quarterback that no one thought could pull this off came up big one last time.
Manning lobbed a pass towards his favorite target and the formula that brought this
team to territory no one thought it would see this season worked once more.
Let it be known the elephant in the room accompanying Manning has exited,
and every critic who loved to call him a terrible former No. 1 draft pick has shut up.
Peyton Manning won it all last season, and his little brother followed suit. And guess
what? Eli showed the world a whole lot.
He proved he has what it takes to be a winner. He can lead a trailing team
with two minutes left, much like Brett Favre has over the years. He can fend off those
untouchable Patriots and he clearly outplayed the world’s best quarterback.
He didn’t win by a lot — just three measly points — but he gained it all. Eh
Manning has arrived.
Manning’s journey has been very similar to that of his coach’s in a roller
coaster 2007-08 season. Coughlin was on the fence of losing his job for previous
debacles in the playoffs, and speculation swarmed the fragile mind of Manning. People
called for Coughlin’s head much like Knicks’ fans are pleading for Isiah Thomas’ and
it seemed he wouldn’t last past this year, regardless of the outcome.
—Eli, on the other hand, had more stable job security. The problem was that
believed he didn’t have what it takes to bring home the big one. Boy, were those
people wrong. Coughlin led this group as a five-seeded away team in the rigorous NFC
playoffs and Eli sparked an offense missing Jeremy Shockey. The two most underappreciated pawns in the Giants’ scheme cam? up the biggest and it seems they are
heroes who will never be let go.W
IMfl
New England was the heavy favorite during two taxing weeks of hype and
over-analyzing from countless talking heads. Actually, the majority of people decided
the Giants were in grave danger of getting blown out of the water despite playing the
Pats so well on Dec. 30.
The fans, however, never let go. The faithful bunch that prides itself on bleed
ing blue held on for dear life, much like Burress did to the winning ball in the end
zone in the final minute of Sunday’s wild 17-14 win.
Football fans decided when all is said and done, the Pats will force the 1972
Dolphins to move over and make some room inside the Perfection VIP room. It was a
' done deal, sealed in blood, and confined in concrete.
Instead, all is said and done now and David prevailed over Goliath.
It’s frozen in time.
Giants win, the dynasty has crumbled.
Start spreading the news.
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Terriers no match for
Sowinski and Apo
Molly Rosa
Staff Reporter

i
9

the half.

Sacred Heart women’s basket
ball traveled to Brooklyn on Saturday,
where the Pioneers put a leash on the
Saint Francis Terriers, coming away with
a 65-37 win behind two usual heroes.
Junior Kaitlin Sowinski and
freshman Alisa Apo both scored 16
points and the defense allowed only 37
points, the lowest total Sacred Heart has
allowed this season.
Apo has earned Northeast
Conference Rookie of the Week honors
in four of the last five weeks.
“Alisa is one of the reasons we
are where we’re at right now in terms
of our conference record,” coach Ed
Swanson said.
Within the first four minutes, the
Pioneers started off the game with a bang
and were able to gain a nine-point lead
and the Pioneers never let up.
With 12:58 to go in the first
half, senior Linda Warrington made her
first shot to put the Terriers on the board.
Warrington carried the team with 13
points along with senior Tiffany Hill.
With seconds remaining in the
first half, a pass from junior Liz Gruber
went straight to the hands of Apo, sinking
a shot with 14 seconds left on the clock.

The second half began with
junior Khalia Cain picking up right
where the Pioneers had left off.
“We kept up our speed and
momentum and kept the ball in our court
which really worked to our advantage,”
said Gruber
The Pioneers held the Terriers
to just 16.7 percent shooting in the first
half. Sacred Heart improved to 14-8
overall and 9-2 in Northeast Conference
play with the win.
Apo is the second leading scorer
for the Pioneers. And last weeks game
versus Quinnipiac marked her third game
in a row scoring 20 or more points.
“The Monmouth game was the
first game I attacked the basket hard,”
Apo said.
“I think at the beginning of the
year, she wasn’t really playing with that
confidence that is needed to compete at
this level. But in the last month, her eyes
are wide open and she is playing like an
upperclassman in terms of her confidence
level,” said Swanson.
The team with extraordinary
help from triple threat Sowinski, Ryan
and Apo, places the Pioneers vying for
first place with Wagner College.
The Pioneers will carry in fans
to the Pitt Center this Saturday, when a

taking on a 28-point lead at the end of

place at 7 p.m.

TAN MORE! PAY LESS!

ODDS AND ENDS — The Associated Press reported on Tuesday that Derek Jeter
settled his case with the New York tax officials. The New York Yankees shortstop
skipped out of paying three years of taxes, supposedly worth millions, and the settle
ment conditions weren’t disclosed. Does the government score that as an E-6?
Was this Heist Week in the sports world? Between Johan Santana going to the New
York Mets for a bag of balls and some Shea Stadium hot dogs, along with Pau Gasol
be shipped to the Los Angeles Lakers for players that belong in the D-League, I’m
questioning the decisions by some GMs.

Kudos to the New York Post’s colunmist Mike Vaccaro for his piece published the
morning of the Super Bowl. He claimed the Giants would, in fact, win simply because
cheaters never win and winners never cheat. Amen.
Some people called Tom Petty’s performance during the Super Bowl halftime show
boring and “the longest 12 minutes ever.” Are you serious? It made it that much easier
to appreciate his awesome music when the past acts were actually the longest 12 min
utes ever.
At least it wasn’t T-Pain and Ne-Yo performing a duet...who the heck would watch
that? Apparently our whole school.

In case you needed a reminder, spring training begins in one week. It’s up to the
Pioneer men and women’s basketball teams to make the time from now until April not
seem so long.

Holonmod Tans imroduces
lawar Prices on Al Tanning Packages
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GRINANDBEARIT
Bear Trapp sets single game points record in weekend
series with Canisius
page 13

SEVENSTRAIGHT
Wins over FDU and St. Francis gives basketball
program first seven-game win streak
pages 12 & 14

